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Abstract

Retrieval-Augmented Generation (RAG) has recently emerged as a promising solu-
tion to alleviate Large Language Model (LLM)’s deficiency in lack of knowledge.
Existing RAG datasets, however, do not adequately represent the diverse and dy-
namic nature of real-world Question Answering (QA) tasks. To bridge this gap, we
introduce the Comprehensive RAG Benchmark (CRAG), a factual question an-
swering benchmark of 4,409 question-answer pairs and mock APIs to simulate web
and Knowledge Graph (KG) search. CRAG is designed to encapsulate a diverse
array of questions across five domains and eight question categories, reflecting
varied entity popularity from popular to long-tail, and temporal dynamisms ranging
from years to seconds. Our evaluation on this benchmark highlights the gap to
fully trustworthy QA. Whereas most advanced LLMs achieve ď 34% accuracy on
CRAG, adding RAG in a straightforward manner improves the accuracy only to
44%. State-of-the-art industry RAG solutions only answer 63% questions without
any hallucination. CRAG also reveals much lower accuracy in answering questions
regarding facts with higher dynamism, lower popularity, or higher complexity, sug-
gesting future research directions. The CRAG benchmark laid the groundwork for
a KDD Cup 2024 challenge, attracting thousands of participants and submissions
within the first 50 days of the competition. We commit to maintaining CRAG to
serve research communities in advancing RAG solutions and general QA solutions.

1 Introduction

Large Language Models (LLMs) have transformed the landscape of Natural Language Processing
(NLP) tasks, especially in Question Answering (QA) [14,15,27]. Despite the advancements, the issue
of hallucination persists as a significant challenge; LLMs may generate answers that lack factual
accuracy or grounding [9, 19]. Studies have shown that GPT-4’s accuracy in answering questions
referring to slow-changing or fast-changing facts is below 15% [25]; even for stable (never-changing)
facts, GPT-4’s accuracy in answering questions referring to torso-to-tail (less popular) entities is below
35% [21]. Overcoming hallucinations thus becomes a priority in building reliable QA systems [8, 9].

Retrieval-Augmented Generation (RAG) [5, 7, 13] has recently emerged as a promising solution to
alleviate LLM’s deficiency in lack of knowledge and attracted a lot of attention from both academia
research and industry. Given a question, a RAG system searches external sources to retrieve relevant
information and then provides grounded answers [6,7,13] (see Figure 1 for an illustration). Despite its
potential, RAG still faces many challenges, such as selecting the most relevant information, reducing
question answering latency, and synthesizing information to answer complex questions.
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Figure 1: QA using LLMs (a) without RAG vs. (b) with RAG.

A comprehensive benchmark is currently missing to advance continued research efforts in this field.
Traditional QA benchmarks such as Natural Questions [12], TriviaQA [10], and MS MARCO [3]
have advanced QA in the past decade but do not adequately represent the diverse and dynamic
challenges RAG is facing. New benchmarks that focus on LLM or RAG, such as FreshQA [25] and
RGB [5], usually target certain capabilities of LLMs and contain only a few hundred queries. The
goal of our work is to build a comprehensive benchmark to propel the area forward.

What is a good benchmark for QA over LLMs? We consider five critical features.

1. Realism: First and foremost, a good benchmark shall best reflect real use cases. In other
words, a solution that achieves high metrics in the benchmark shall also perform very well in
real scenarios. For example, the questions in a RAG benchmark shall be similar to questions
people ask in real-world QA scenarios.

2. Richness: The benchmark shall contain a diverse set of instance types, covering both
common use cases and some complex and advanced use cases, to represent real-world
challenges and reveal possible limitations of existing solutions.

3. Insightfulness: The benchmark shall allow for an easy understanding of performance on
different slices of the data, reflecting the capability of the solution in addressing different
types of challenges.

4. Reliability: The benchmark shall allow reliable assessment of metrics: the ground truths
shall be accurate; the metrics shall well capture the performance of the model; the evaluation
shall be easy and reliable, and the computed metrics shall hold statistical significance.

5. Longevity: Finally, to enable research and experimental comparison in a long term, the
scenarios and the data in the benchmark shall not quickly expire and ideally shall be refreshed
and improved over time.

We strive to create a benchmark that have all of the aforementioned features, and we call it CRAG –
Comprehensive benchmark for RAG. Our work makes three contributions.

Our first contribution is the dataset itself (Section 3). CRAG contains a rich set of 4,409 QA pairs
from five domains: Finance, Sports, Music, Movie, and Open domain. In addition to simple-fact
questions (asking for an attribute of an entity), CRAG contains seven types of complex questions to
cover real user queries: questions with Conditions, Comparison questions, Aggregation questions,
Multi-hop questions, Set queries, Post-processing-heavy questions, and False-premise questions.
CRAG reflects varied entity popularity from popular to long-tail and temporal spans ranging from
seconds to years, allowing easy deep dives for insights. As we generated the questions, we referred
to smart assistant use cases to make sure the questions are realistic, paraphrased the questions to
increase the diversity of expressions, and manually verified ground truths to ensure reliability.

In addition to QA pairs, CRAG provides mock APIs to simulate retrieval from a diverse range of
available information. This includes up to 50 full HTML pages for each question returned from a
real-world search engine—the Brave Search API [4], and mock KGs with 2.6 million entities. For the
mock KGs, we deliberately make sure that the retrieval candidates reflect noises in a realistic setting.

Our second contribution is the evaluation mechanism to allow for reliable comparisons. We designed
3 tasks to test different components in RAG solutions: web retrieval, structured querying, and
summarization (Section 2). Instead of computing the percentage of correctly answered questions, our
score system distinguishes hallucinated answers and missing answers, and gives the former a higher
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Table 1: Comparing CRAG to existing benchmarks for factual question answering.

Benchmark Web
retrieval

KG
search

Mock
API

Dynamic
question

Torso and
tail facts

Beyond
Wikipedia

QALD-10 [24] ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
MS MARCO [3] ✓ ✗ ✗ not explicitly not explicitly ✓
Natural Questions [12] ✓ ✗ ✗ not explicitly not explicitly ✗
RGB [5] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓
FreshLLM [25] ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓
CRAG ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

penalty as it can be more harmful to ruin user trust. We also design an effective automatic evaluation
mechanism to allow for fast evaluations and iterations (Section 4).

Our third contribution is a comprehensive evaluation of straightforward RAG solutions and industry
state-of-the-art solutions on RAG (Section 5). Whereas most advanced LLMs achieve ď 34%
accuracy on CRAG, adding RAG in a straightforward manner improves the accuracy only to 44%.
State-of-the-art industry RAG solutions answer only 63% questions without any hallucination, still
having much lower accuracy in answering questions regarding facts with higher dynamism, lower
popularity, or higher complexity. These evaluations serve two roles: first, they demonstrate that
CRAG has appropriate level of difficulty, and allows insights drawn from different dimensions of
diversities the benchmark has incorporated; second, they highlight the gaps and research directions to
a fully trustworthy QA system.

The CRAG benchmark laid the groundwork for a KDD Cup 2024 challenge2, has attracted thousands
of participants and submissions within the first 50 days of the competition. We commit to maintaining
CRAG to serve research communities in advancing RAG solutions and general QA solutions.

Comparison with existing benchmarks. Table 1 compares CRAG with existing benchmarks for
factual question answering, which illustrates several advantages of the CRAG benchmark: comprehen-
sive coverage, realistic testing with mock APIs, dynamic question handling, diverse fact popularity,
and extensive beyond Wikipedia.

These features make CRAG a robust and versatile benchmark for testing RAG systems and broadly
QA systems, providing a shared testbed in evaluating how these systems handle real-world, dynamic,
and diverse information retrieval and synthesis challenges for reliable LLM-based question answering.

2 Problem Description

A RAG QA system takes a question Q as input and outputs an answer A; the answer is generated
by LLMs according to information retrieved from external sources or directly from the knowledge
internalized in the model. The answer should provide useful information to answer the question
without adding any hallucination.

We designed three tasks. They share the same set of (question, answer) pairs but differ in the external
data accessible for retrieval to augment QA. Here, we provide the content that can be leveraged in
QA to ensure fair comparisons. We describe how we generated the data in Section 3.

Task 1: Retrieval Summarization. In Task 1, we provide up to five web pages for each question.
These web pages are likely, but not guaranteed, to be relevant to the question. This task aims to test
the answer generation capability of a RAG system.

Task 2: KG and Web Retrieval Augmentation. In Task 2, we in addition provide mock APIs to
access information from underlying mock KGs. The mock KGs store structured data relevant to the
questions; answers to the questions may or may not exist in the mock KGs. The mock APIs take
input parameters, oftentimes parsed from the question, and provide structured data from the mocked
KGs to support answer generation. This task tests how well a RAG system 1) queries structured data
sources and 2) synthesizes information from different sources.

2https://www.aicrowd.com/challenges/meta-comprehensive-rag-benchmark-kdd-cup-2024
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Table 2: Definition of CRAG question types.

Question type Definition

Simple Questions asking for simple facts that are unlikely to change overtime, such as the
birth date of a person and the authors of a book.

Simple w. Condition Questions asking for simple facts with some given conditions, such as stock prices
on a certain date and a director’s recent movies in a certain genre.

Set Questions that expect a set of entities or objects as the answer (e.g., “what are the
continents in the southern hemisphere?”).

Comparison Questions that compare two entities (e.g., “who started performing earlier, Adele or
Ed Sheeran?”).

Aggregation Questions that require aggregation of retrieval results to answer (e.g., “how many
Oscar awards did Meryl Streep win?”).

Multi-hop Questions that require chaining multiple pieces of information to compose the answer
(e.g., “who acted in Ang Lee’s latest movie?”).

Post-processing
heavy

Questions that need reasoning or processing of the retrieved information to obtain
the answer (e.g., “how many days did Thurgood Marshall serve as a Supreme Court
justice?”).

False Premise Questions that have a false preposition or assumption (e.g., “What’s the name of
Taylor Swift’s rap album before she transitioned to pop?” (Taylor Swift has not yet
released any rap album)).

Task 3: End-to-end RAG. Similar to Task 2, Task 3 also provides both web search results and mock
APIs as candidates for retrieval but provides 50 web pages, instead of 5, as candidates. The larger set
of web pages are more likely to provide necessary information to answer the question, but meanwhile
are more likely to contain noises. As such, Task 3 in addition tests how a RAG system ranks a larger
number of retrieval results.

The three tasks, each adding upon the previous one, allow testing different capabilities of the end-to-
end RAG systems.

3 Dataset Description

CRAG contains two parts of data: the QA pairs and the contents for retrieval. We now describe each
part of the data. Data generation details can be found in Appendix A.1.1-A.1.6.

3.1 Question answering pairs

CRAG covers five domains: Finance, Sports, Music, Movie, and Open domain, and eight types of
questions, all in English. The question types are listed in Table 2. We constructed the question-answer
pairs both from underlying KGs and web contents.

QA pairs constructed from KGs. We constructed QA pairs from KGs by collecting a set of entities
based on publicly available data and then creating 600+ question templates based on selected entity
types and relations. Next, we sampled entities with different popularities (head, torso and tail)
following [21] from the KGs to fill in the templates and generate the full question and answer.

QA pairs constructed from web contents. We asked annotators to write down possible questions
that users may ask (e.g., “most popular action movies in 2023”) and created QA pairs from the
corresponding web search results.

Using the above methods, we collected 2,425 Web Questions and 1,984 KG Questions, with 661, 658,
and 665 KG Questions containing head, torso, and tail entities respectively. Tables 3 and 4 summarize
the distribution of the questions across different dimensions. The size of each dimension slice (e.g.,
fast-changing facts) allows us to get metrics with ă 5% margin-of-error (with 95% confidence level)
for most of the cases. The dynamism distribution roughly reflects the nature of the domain (e.g., much
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Table 3: The numbers and percentages (%, in parenthesis) of questions for each category of dynamism,
decided manually. Finance and Sports domain have the most Real-time and Fast-changing questions.

Dynamism Finance Sports Music Movie Open Total

Real-time 434 (42) 0 ( 0) 2 ( 0) 0 ( 0) 1 ( 0) 437 (10)
Fast-changing 204 (20) 275 (33) 40 ( 6) 17 ( 2) 28 ( 4) 564 (13)
Slow-changing 183 (18) 215 (26) 152 (24) 253 (22) 204 (26) 1,007 (23)
Static 218 (21) 343 (41) 430 (69) 855 (76) 555 (70) 2,401 (54)

All 1,039 833 624 1,125 788 4,409

Table 4: The number and percentages (%, in parenthesis) of questions for each question type, decided
manually. Simple and simple with condition questions constitute 43% of all questions.

Question type Finance Sports Music Movie Open Total

Simple 466 (45) 23 ( 3) 112 (18) 519 (46) 85 (11) 1,205 (27)
Simple w. condition 113 (11) 250 (30) 92 (15) 112 (10) 122 (15) 689 (16)
Set 48 ( 5) 93 (11) 72 (12) 104 ( 9) 86 (11) 403 ( 9)
Comparison 146 (14) 85 (10) 102 (16) 105 ( 9) 98 (12) 536 (12)
Aggregation 69 ( 7) 137 (16) 96 (15) 71 ( 6) 116 (15) 489 (11)
Multi-hop 86 ( 8) 64 ( 8) 55 ( 9) 90 ( 8) 87 (11) 382 ( 9)
Post-processing heavy 26 ( 3) 24 ( 3) 26 ( 4) 28 ( 2) 76 (10) 180 ( 4)
False Premise 85 ( 8) 157 (19) 69 (11) 96 ( 9) 118 (15) 525 (12)

All 1,039 833 624 1,125 788 4,409

more real-time questions for Finance than for other domains). See Appendix A.1.2 for definition of
the dynamism categories.

3.2 Contents for retrieval

We included two types of contents for retrieval to simulate the practical scenario for RAG: web search
and KG search.

Web search results. For each question, we used the question text as the search query and stored up to
50 HTML pages from the Brave search API [4]. See Table 8 in Appendix A.1.4 for an example. We
estimated the web search recall (50 web pages) with a heuristic-based method: first check whether the
ground truth answer URL was found among the 50 pages; if not, search whether the fact in the ground
truths is contained in the page snippet or content. The estimated recall is 84% for Web Questions and
63% for KG Questions (Table 9 in Appendix A.1.5), consistent with our intuition that torso and tail
entities in the KG questions may not be included in the 50 returned pages.

Mock KGs. We created mock KGs that contain publicly available KG data used to generate the
questions, randomly selected entities of the same type, and also “hard negative” entities with similar
names (e.g., “phantom” for “phantom of the opera”).

Mock APIs. We created mock APIs with pre-defined parameters to support structured search in the
mock KGs. For example, for queries asking for stock prices, an example mock API is in the form of
get_price_history(ticker).

In total, the resulting data contains 220K webpages, a KG of 2.6M entities, and 38 Mock APIs.

4 Metrics and Evaluation

In this section, we present the metrics for evaluating the RAG systems and briefly describe the 2024
Meta KDD Cup challenge in Appendix A.2.3.
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4.1 Metrics

We use a scoring method to assess the performance of RAG systems. For each question in the
evaluation set, we first label the answer with perfect, acceptable, missing, or incorrect, according to
the following criteria.

Perfect. The response correctly answers the user’s question and contains no hallucinated content.

Acceptable. The response provides a useful answer to the user’s question but may contain minor
errors that do not harm the usefulness of the answer.

Missing. The response is “I don’t know”, “I’m sorry I can’t find ...”, a system error such as an empty
response, or a request from the system to clarify the original question.

Incorrect. The response provides wrong or irrelevant information to answer the user’s question.

We then use a scoring method Scoreh with score 1, 0.5, 0, and ´1 for each perfect, acceptable,
missing, and incorrect answer, respectively, where we penalize hallucinated answers and prefer
missing answers to incorrect ones. For a given RAG system, we compute the average score from all
examples in the evaluation set as the final score.

4.2 Evaluation

Similar to previous work [26], we employ both human evaluation (human-eval) and model-based
automatic evaluation (auto-eval). In the former, we use manual grading to judge perfect, acceptable,
missing, and incorrect for each answer. In the latter, we merge perfect and acceptable, call it accurate,
and use a three-way scoring Scorea with 1,´1, 0 for accurate, incorrect, and missing answers.

We design a two-step method for automatic evaluation: if the answer matches the ground truth
exactly, it is considered accurate; otherwise, we use LLMs to determine whether the response is
accurate, incorrect, or missing. To avoid the self-preference problem [18], we use two LLM evaluators:
ChatGPT (gpt-3.5-turbo) [17] and Llama 3 (llama-3-70B-instruct) [2] and report the average
accurate, hallucination, missing rates, and scores from the two models for each RAG system. Our
offline experiment shows that this two-step method yields an average F1 score of 94.7% for ChatGPT
and 98.9% for Llama 3 compared to human-eval. See Appendix A.2.2 for more details.

Test data split. We split the data randomly into validation, public test, and private test at 30%, 30%,
and 40%, and released the validation and public test sets for the KDD Cup Challenge(Appendix A.2.3).

5 Benchmarking

In this section, we present the performance of LLMs and RAG systems on CRAG, demonstrating
that CRAG has a reasonable level of difficulty and can help draw insights and show directions in
developing RAG techniques.

5.1 Straightforward RAG solutions

Experiment setup: We started with running LLM-only solutions on the CRAG public test
set with 1, 335 questions, using simple prompts that encourage brief answers and “I don’t
know” answers when the confidence is low (Appendix A.3.1). We employed Llama 2 Chat
(llama-2-7b-chat and llama-2-70b-chat) [23], Llama 3 Instruct (llama-3-8B-instruct and
llama-3-70B-instruct) [2], and GPT-4 Turbo [1]. The web-only RAG solutions we evaluated
(Task 1) used a fixed-length web context window (2K tokens for Llama 2 Chat and 4K for Llama 3
Instruct and GPT-4 Turbo); we concatenated webpage snippets using the original order from the data
as the reference text, until filling up the window (similar to [11, 16, 25]). Our KG-based solutions
(Tasks 2, 3) additionally used a fixed-length KG context window (1K tokens for Llama 2 Chat and
2K for Llama 3 Instruct and GPT-4 Turbo) to include the results from the Mock APIs; we extracted
the relevant query entities using llama-3-8B-instruct with in-context learning (similar to [20])
detailed in Appendix A.3.1 and concatenated the results returned from all applicable mock APIs
(based on the extracted entities), until filling up the window. We discuss results for Llama 3 70B
Instruct and GPT-4 Turbo in this section and give more results for other LLMs in Appendix A.3.2.
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Table 5: Performance of straightforward RAG solutions. All numbers are in percentage. LLM-only
solutions has up to 34% accuracy and straightforward RAG solutions has up to 44% accuracy.

Model Accuracy Hallucination Missing Scorea
LLM only Llama 3 70B Instruct 32.3 28.9 38.8 3.4

GPT-4 Turbo 33.5 13.5 53.0 20.0

Task 1 Llama 3 70B Instruct 35.6 31.1 33.3 4.5
GPT-4 Turbo 35.9 28.2 35.9 7.7

Task 2 Llama 3 70B Instruct 37.5 29.2 33.3 8.3
GPT-4 Turbo 41.3 25.1 33.6 16.2

Task 3 Llama 3 70B Instruct 40.6 31.6 27.8 9.1
GPT-4 Turbo 43.6 30.1 26.3 13.4
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Figure 2: LLM-only and Task 3 solution auto-eval scores (in percentage) across domain, dynamism,
popularity, and question type.

Table 5 shows the average evaluation scores from the two auto-evaluators (ChatGPT and Llama 3)
and illustrates that the CRAG benchmark is non-trivial. First, the best LLM-only solutions (GPT-4
Turbo) obtained an accuracy of only 34%, with a score of 20%, showing a big room for improvement.
Second, straightforward RAG solutions obtained up to 44% accuracy, showing that extra information
does help answer more questions reliably. Interestingly, none of the RAG solutions obtain a score
higher than 20%; this is because all RAG solutions introduce more hallucinations generated from
irrelevant retrieval results, showing a big challenge in RAG—How to judiciously use retrieval results
without being distracted by retrieval noises? Third, we found that Task 2 scores are higher than Task
1, showing that the KG knowledge helps improve accuracy, with a similar or even lower hallucination
rate, because the KG knowledge is typically brief but precise. Unfortunately, the improvement is
mediocre, showing a second challenge in RAG—How to best leverage the power of KG data? Finally,
the scores for Task 3 are also higher than Task 2, because of better search ranking (recall that Task 1
and 2 provide five pages randomly selected from the top-10 search results) and better search recall.
This shows the importance of search ranking in RAG.

Figure 2 shows the auto-eval scores across the domain, dynamism, popularity, and question type
dimension. The results reveal a lot of interesting observations and show that the CRAG benchmark
allows more insightful conclusions. First, it shows which slices of the benchmark are harder. For
example, we found much lower RAG scores on the Finance and Sports domains, for real-time and
fast-changing facts, for tail entities, and for complex questions requiring set answers, post-processing,
and with false premises. Second, it shows where it is harder to leverage retrieval results. Taking
popularity slices as an example, we observed that GPT-4 Turbo’s score dropped from head (21%) to
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Table 6: Benchmarking CRAG questions with industry SOTA RAG systems. Perfect, acceptable
(Acc.), hallucination (Hall.), missing (Miss.) rates, and scoreh are in percentages. The best system
achieves a score of 51% and provides perfect answers for up to 63% of questions.

System Perfect Acc. Hall. Miss. Scoreh Latency (ms)

Equal Copilot Pro 62.6 11.7 17.9 7.8 50.6 11,596
weighted Gemini Advanced 60.8 10.1 16.6 12.5 49.3 5,246

ChatGPT Plus 59.8 13.1 25.2 1.9 41.2 6,195
Perplexity.ai 55.8 8.8 25.3 10.1 34.9 2,455

Traffic Copilot Pro 60.7 14.2 18.5 6.7 49.3 -
weighted Gemini Advanced 59.1 10.9 16.6 13.4 48.0 -

ChatGPT Plus 59.7 13.3 25.1 1.9 41.3 -
Perplexity.ai 55.8 9.7 25.2 9.3 35.5 -
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Figure 3: SOTA systems human-eval scores (in percentage) across different dimensions.

torso (11%) to tail (8%), consistent with past observations [21]; however, the straightforward RAG
solution based on GPT-4 Turbo improved QA quality regarding torso (+7%) and tail entities (+6%)
but lowered the quality regarding head (-4%). Finally, although our goal is not to compare different
LLMs, the different dimensions allow us to understand the strengths and weaknesses of each method.
For example, although the RAG system based on Llama 3 70B Instruct has a lower overall score
than the one based on GPT-4 Turbo, it has a similar or slightly higher score in answering simple and
comparison questions, whereas much lower scores in answering set and post-processing questions,
suggesting investigations on the reasoning capabilities.

5.2 State-of-the-art industry solutions

Next, we evaluated industry state-of-the-art (SOTA) RAG solutions on CRAG public test set. We
selected four RAG systems built upon SOTA LLMs and search engines, queried them with CRAG
questions, collected the responses, and applied manual grading (details in Appendix A.4).

In addition, we applied traffic weights to the questions to understand the solutions in real-world use
cases. The traffic weights come from a real QA use case and are generated as follows. Within each
domain, we first clustered the questions into sub-domains (e.g., current game points, sports teams),
and then derived the sub-domain weights from aggregated data reflective of user interactions. We
applied the sub-domain weight to each CRAG question to bridge the result to reflect user experience,
and reported the macro average scores across all domains (i.e., giving the same weight to all domains)
in Table 6.
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Table 6 and Figure 3 show the overall performance of the SOTA systems and their performance across
different dimensions. The evaluation results confirm our belief that the CRAG benchmark reveals
interesting insights and shows room for improvement for existing RAG solutions. First, the scores
from SOTA solutions achieve much better scores (highest 51%) compared to the straightforward
solutions. However, the weighted hallucination rate ranges from 17% to 25%, so the answers are still
not trustworthy. Note that the scores between the SOTA solutions and the straightforward solutions
are not completely comparable, as they have different accesses to retrieval contents (Appendix A.3
and A.4.1), and the former used auto-eval, while the latter used human-eval; however, the trend is
valid. Second, most difficult slices we see in the straightforward solutions remain to be difficult
for SOTA solutions: real-time and fast-changing queries, and questions regarding torso and tail
entities, showing the improvement needed for handling retrieval noises when the system relies on
retrieval results to answer the question; as another example, we see lower scores for queries requiring
multi-hop reasoning or post-processing, showing the improvement space for reasoning in question
answering. Third, the third SOTA system has slightly higher weighted accuracy (perfect + acceptable)
compared to the second system (73% and 70%), but much higher hallucination (25.1% and 16.6%),
indicating the needs for building RAG systems to wisely answer “I don’t know" when confident
answers cannot be found. Last, scores on set and false premise questions improved significantly in the
SOTA solutions compared to the straightforward solutions, showing advancement in RAG systems in
providing accurate and complete set answers and detecting false premises.

Finally, We observed very different latency, ranging from 2.5s to 11.6s, reflecting the different design
options in trading off latency and quality. Note that the latency results come from interacting with the
API for Perplexity.ai and the web interfaces for the other systems. See Appendix A.4.2 for additional
results and how we measured latency.

6 Conclusion

This paper proposes CRAG, a rich and comprehensive benchmark designed to advance research in
retrieval-augmented generation (RAG). With detailed empirical studies, CRAG reviewed gaps in
existing RAG solutions and provided valuable insights for future improvement. We plan to continue
improving and expanding the benchmark for multi-lingual questions, multi-modal questions, multi-
turn conversations, etc., to ensure CRAG stays at the forefront to push RAG research, adapts to
emerging challenges, and evolves for new research needs.
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A Appendix

A.1 Dataset

A.1.1 Constructing QA pairs from KGs

We first collected a set of entities based on publicly available data. Then we created question-answer
pairs in three steps for Simple static and dynamic questions.

Step 1. For each domain, we first selected an entity type and a meaningful relation pe, rq and created
a question template. For example, for (music artist, first album), we create a template “what is the
first album of [music artist]?”.

Step 2. We then sampled entities from the KGs to fill in the templates and generate the full question.
We adopted the method described in [21] and sampled entities of top, middle, and bottom popularity.
We defined popularity based on heuristics for each entity type and created an equal number of
questions for each bucket.

Step 3. Last, we took the associated attribute values as the answer to the question to create question-
answer pairs.

We created the Comparison, Aggregation, Set, Post-processing, and False-premise questions in a
similar way but 1) made sure the template allows for crisp and deterministic answers and 2) sampled
the subject entities that fit the question. We used heuristics to select entity types for these question
categories.

Finally, we created multi-hop questions in three steps, similar to those described in [22]. We first
sampled an entity e1 from the KG and selected two relation triplets following a two-hop path:
pe1, r1, e2q and pe1, r2, e3q. We then created a question template describing the path. For example,
for path (company1, is_parent, company2) followed by (company1, ceo, person), we created the
template "who is the CEO of the parent company of [company2]?". The answer to the new question
will be e3 in the second triplet.

A.1.2 Definition of dynamism categories

Table 7: Definition of dynamism categories.

Dynamism Definition

Real-time The answer to the question changes over seconds
(e.g., “What’s Costco’s stock price today?”).

Fast-changing The answer to the question changes no more than daily
(e.g., “When is Laker’s game tonight?”).

Slow-changing The answer to the question changes no more than yearly
(e.g., “Who won the Grammy award last year?”).

Static The answer to the question does not change over time,
such as the birth date of a person.

A.1.3 Constructing QA pairs from web contents

Step 1. Ask annotators to write down a list of questions that could possibly be answered by web
search based on a general guideline (e.g., “what is the most popular action movie in 2023?”).

Step 2. Generate the web search results to answer the question.

Step 3. Finally, annotators reviewed the web search results to determine the ground truth answers to
the questions: 1) If the search results successfully provided the necessary information, annotators
recorded the ground truth answer text and the URL associated with it based on the retrieved content.
Note that the answer is determined by the query_time at which the web search happened, especially
for the Fast-changing and Real-time questions. 2) Otherwise, annotators conducted further web
searches to document the correct answers.
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Besides the QA pairs, the annotators will also provide labels for the domain, dynamism, question
types, and an answer URL (a URL that contains the answer to the question) for Web Questions.

A.1.4 An example of retrieved web search results

Table 8: An example of web search results.
Key Value

"page name" "A Short History Of ChatGPT: How We Got To Where We Are Today"
"page url" "https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2023/05/19/a-short-history-of-chatgpt-

how..."
"page snippet" "OpenAI released an early demo of ChatGPT on <strong>November 30,

2022</strong>..."
"page last modified" "2024-1-18 15:32:24"
"html page" "<!DOCTYPE html><html lang="en"><head><link rel="preload" as="font"

href="https..."

A.1.5 Estimated recall for retrieved webpages

Table 9: Estimated recall (in percentage) for Web and KG Questions.

Web Questions KG Questions

Question Type Est. Recall Count Est. Recall Count

Simple 94 160 60 1,045
Simple w. Condition 89 420 81 269
Set 87 326 23 186
Comparison 97 350 84 158
Aggregation 95 331 91 149
Multi-hop 91 312 83 77
Post-processing heavy 75 150 90 30
False Premise 49 376 0 70

All 84 2,425 63 1,984

A.1.6 The mock data and mock APIs

CRAG provides mock APIs to simulate retrieval from web, KG, and real-time APIs in the real
retrieval environment, allowing accessible facilitating data and fair comparison.

CRAG provides both structured (through mock KGs) and unstructured (web search results) informa-
tion to test the effectiveness of RAG systems in leveraging a diverse range of available information.
First, for each question in the benchmark, CRAG provides up to 50 web search results from a real-
world search engine—the Brave Search API [4]. Different from existing benchmarks that use snippets
or selected text chunks [3, 5], CRAG provides full HTML pages, containing more information and
potentially more noises as in a realistic setting. Second, CRAG provides mock KG search APIs to test
structured search for RAG. The mock KGs, though much smaller in size, contain both information
necessary to answer a subset of questions in the benchmark and noises that have similar entity or
attribute names, again simulating real settings. Our mock KGs contain about 2.6M entities and have
a signal-to-noise ratio of less than 1/30.

A.2 Evaluation

A.2.1 Human evaluation

We run human evaluation to score each answer with respect to the metrics defined in Section 4.1.
We score each perfect, acceptable, missing, or incorrect answer with a score sp, sa, sm, and sin,
respectively and define Scoreh as the score of the answer by setting sp “ 1, sa “ 0.5, sm “ 0, and
sin “ ´1. We then compute the average score for all examples in the evaluation set as the score for
the RAG solution.
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Table 10: Accuracy and F1 for the ChatGPT and Llama 3 auto-evaluation models.

Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score

ChatGPT Llama 3 ChatGPT Llama 3 ChatGPT Llama 3 ChatGPT Llama 3

Accurate 94.1 98.6 98.8 98.5 92.2 99.3 92.0 98.9
Incorrect 94.1 98.6 86.8 98.7 97.8 97.2 92.0 97.9
Missing 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Average 96.1 99.1 95.2 99.1 96.7 98.8 94.7 98.9

A.2.2 Automatic evaluation

In auto-eval, we merge perfect and acceptable as accurate and consider only three scores: 1 for
accurate, 0 for missing, and -1 for incorrect. The resulting Scorea is calculated by the average score
for all the examples in the evaluation set, and is effectively

Accuracy ´ Hallucination,
where Accuracy, Hallucination, and Missing are the percentage of accurate, incorrect, and missing
answers in the test set. These score choices penalize incorrect answers, while awarding correct
answers only.

We computed the accuracy and F1 for the two auto-evaluators for the accurate, incorrect, and missing
examples in the public test set, respectively. Here, we considered human-eval labels as the ground
truth. Table 10 shows both models attain reasonably good accuracy and F1 scores as an evaluator
compared to the manual labels.

A.2.3 KDD Cup 2024 Meta CRAG challenge

The KDD Cup 2024 Meta CRAG challenge has two stages. Stage 1 is designed for the participants to
develop their RAG solutions by submitting their systems against the leaderboard, whereas Stage 2
determines the final winners. We split our benchmark data into three sets with similar distributions:
validation, public test, and private test at 30%, 30%, and 40%, respectively. We shared the validation
and public test sets, in total, 2,706 examples in Stage 1, and held out the private test set to select the
final winners in Stage 2. We used auto-eval for Stage 1, and selected top teams with auto-eval in
Stage 2 to conduct manual evaluation.

A.3 Evaluating straightforward RAG solutions

We send each CRAG question in a prompt shown below. This prompt is designed to include the
original Query Time for the question and ask the LLM to answer the question based on the query
time and the retrieved result. Note that the retrieved result was also from the same query time and
was provided in CRAG. Moreover, this prompt encourages brief answers and “I don’t know” answers
when confidence is low.

A.3.1 Prompts used in straightforward RAG solutions

Vanilla LLM. PROMPT = """ You are given a Question and the time when it was asked in the Pacific
Time Zone (PT), referred to as ’Query Time’. The query time is formatted as "mm/dd/yyyy, hh:mm:ss
PT". Your task is to answer the question in as few words as possible.
Please follow these guidelines when formulating your answer:
1. If the question contains a false premise or assumption, answer “invalid question”.
2. If you are uncertain or don’t know the answer, respond with “I don’t know”.
### Question
{query}
### Query Time
{query_time}
### Answer
"""

RAG with web search results (Task 1). PROMPT = """ You are given a Question, References and
the time when it was asked in the Pacific Time Zone (PT), referred to as "Query Time". The query
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time is formatted as "mm/dd/yyyy, hh:mm:ss PT". The references may or may not help answer the
question. Your task is to answer the question in as few words as possible.
Please follow these guidelines when formulating your answer:
1. If the question contains a false premise or assumption, answer “invalid question”.
2. If you are uncertain or don’t know the answer, respond with “I don’t know”.
### Question
{query}
### Query Time
{query_time}
### References
{references}
### Answer
"""

RAG with KG and web search results (Tasks 2 and 3). PROMPT = """ You are given a Question,
References and the time when it was asked in the Pacific Time Zone (PT), referred to as "Query
Time". The query time is formatted as "mm/dd/yyyy, hh:mm:ss PT". The references may or may not
help answer the question. Your task is to answer the question in as few words as possible.
Please follow these guidelines when formulating your answer:
1. If the question contains a false premise or assumption, answer “invalid question”.
2. If you are uncertain or don’t know the answer, respond with “I don’t know”.
### Question
{query}
### Query Time
{query_time}
### References
# web
{web_results}
# knowledge graph
{kg_response}
### Answer
"""

Query entity extraction. PROMPT = """ You are an agent that only outputs JSON. You are given a
Query and Query Time. Do the following:

1) Determine the domain the query is about. The domain should be one of the following:
"finance", "sports", "music", "movie", "encyclopedia". If none of the domains apply, use "other". Use
"domain" as the key in the result json.

2) Extract structured information from the query. Include different keys into the result json
depending on the domains, and put them DIRECTLY in the result json. Here are the rules:

For ‘encyclopedia‘ and ‘other‘ queries, these are possible keys:
- ‘main_entity‘: extract the main entity of the query.

For ‘finance‘ queries, these are possible keys:
- ‘market_identifier‘: stock identifiers including individual company names, stock symbols.
- ‘metric‘: financial metrics that the query is asking about. This must be one of the following: ‘price‘,
‘dividend‘, ‘P/E ratio‘, ‘EPS‘, ‘marketCap‘, and ‘other‘.
- ‘datetime‘: time frame that the query asks about. When datetime is not explicitly mentioned, use
‘Query Time‘ as default.

For ‘movie‘ queries, these are possible keys:
- ‘movie_name‘: name of the movie
- ‘movie_aspect‘: if the query is about a movie, which movie aspect the query asks. This must be one
of the following: ‘budget‘, ‘genres‘, ‘original_language‘, ‘original_title‘, ‘release_date‘, ‘revenue‘,
‘title‘, ‘cast‘, ‘crew‘, ‘rating‘, ‘length‘.
- ‘person‘: person name related to moves
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- ‘person_aspect‘: if the query is about a person, which person aspect the query asks. This must be
one of the following: ‘acted_movies‘, ‘directed_movies‘, ‘oscar_awards‘, ‘birthday‘.
- ‘year‘: if the query is about movies released in a specific year, extract the year

For ‘music‘ queries, these are possible keys:
- ‘artist_name‘: name of the artist
- ‘artist_aspect‘: if the query is about an artist, extract the aspect of the artist. This must be one of the
following: ‘member‘, ‘birth place‘, ‘birth date‘, ‘lifespan‘, ‘artist work‘, ‘grammy award count‘,
‘grammy award date‘.
- ‘song_name‘: name of the song
- ‘song_aspect‘: if the query is about a song, extract the aspect of the song. This must be one of the
following: ‘author‘, ‘grammy award count‘, ‘release country‘, ‘release date‘.

For ‘sports‘ queries, these are possible keys:
- ‘sport_type‘: one of ‘basketball‘, ‘soccer‘, ‘other‘
- ‘tournament‘: NBA, World Cup, Olympic.
- ‘team‘: teams that users are interested in.
- ‘datetime‘: time frame that the user is interested in. When datetime is not explicitly mentioned, use
‘Query Time‘ as default.

Return the results in a FLAT json.

*NEVER include ANY EXPLANATION or NOTE in the output, ONLY OUTPUT JSON!!!*
"""

A.3.2 Performance of straightforward RAG solutions

Table 11 summarizes the results of straightforward RAG solutions. We measured the latency on A100
(80GB) GPUs.

Table 11: Performance of straightforward RAG solutions on CRAG.

Model Accuracy (%) Hallucination (%) Missing (%) Score (%) Latency (ms)

LLM only Llama 2 7B Chat 14.8 78.4 6.7 -63.6 289
Llama 2 70B Chat 22.3 28.7 49.0 -6.4 1,392
Llama 3 8B Instruct 23.7 33.8 42.6 -10.1 823
Llama 3 70B Instruct 32.3 28.9 38.8 3.4 1,252
GPT-4 Turbo 33.5 13.5 53.0 20.0 619

Task 1 Llama 2 7B Chat 16.4 83.1 0.5 -66.7 1,545
Llama 2 70B Chat 29.3 61.0 9.7 -31.7 5,229
Llama 3 8B Instruct 28.5 45.6 25.9 -17.1 2,152
Llama 3 70B Instruct 35.6 31.1 33.3 4.5 2,481
GPT-4 Turbo 35.9 28.2 35.9 7.7 1,270

Task 2 Llama 2 7B Chat 16.4 83.1 0.5 -66.7 1,569
Llama 2 70B Chat 29.1 61.1 9.7 -32.0 5,251
Llama 3 8B Instruct 28.6 45.5 25.9 -16.9 1,701
Llama 3 70B Instruct 37.5 29.2 33.3 8.3 2,175
GPT-4 Turbo 41.3 25.1 33.6 16.2 1,074

Task 3 Llama 2 7B Chat 16.0 83.6 0.4 -67.6 2,142
Llama 2 70B Chat 31.9 65.7 2.4 -33.7 6,149
Llama 3 8B Instruct 32.1 56.3 11.6 -24.1 4,536
Llama 3 70B Instruct 40.6 31.6 27.8 9.1 5,028
GPT-4 Turbo 43.6 30.1 26.3 13.4 1,688

A.4 Evaluating state-of-the-art industry solutions

A.4.1 Quality

We send the CRAG public test set question as input to each of the SOTA RAG systems and collect the
responses for human grading. Note that the original Query Time and the provided retrieval results in
CRAG are not used in this setting. We simply test the questions and ask human graders to grade the
responses based on when the query was made to the SOTA system. We called Copilot Pro, Gemini
Advanced, and ChatGPT Plus through their web interfaces and Perplexity.ai through its API. We set
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the conversation style to “Precise” when calling Copilot Pro and the temperature to 0 when calling
Perplexity.ai. We select GPT-4o and llama-3-sonar-large-32k-online as the base LLM when
calling ChatGPT Plus and Perplexity.ai, respectively.

A.4.2 Latency

We quantified the latency by calculating the time difference between the timestamp of the query
submission to the system and the timestamp when the complete response was received.

As the latency measured by API call and web interface interactions are not directly comparable,
we further called Perplexity.ai through its web interface. The latency under this setting is 4,629ms.
However, the latency number measured here may not correspond to the accuracy numbers from the
API calls.
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